Abstract. The breakup of a millimetre size buoyantly rising bubble encountering a horizontal plane turbulent jet is experimentally investigated using high-speed shadowgraphy and acoustic techniques. The bubble diameter to jet height ratio is 0.75 and the jet height based Reynolds number is 4000. The high-speed imaging was recorded at 7 kHz simultaneous with hydrophone output at 100 kHz. Bubble breakup events were seen to produce simple binary divisions into products of similar size as well as three products where at least one was much smaller than the other products. Coalescence of products was also observed. In almost all cases time-frequency analysis of the acoustic emissions enabled the products to be identified and sized.
Introduction
Bubble breakup in turbulent and other high-shear flows is of interest in a range of physical processes. Typical flows include bubble columns in chemical processing [1] bubble formation and breakup at free surfaces relating to climate science (e.g. dissolution of atmospheric gases) [2] , ship flows [3] and breakup of vortex cavitation bubbles [4, 5, 6] . There is an extensive literature of basic work in the field recent examples include single bubble breakup in a simple shear flow [7] , breakup on the axis of a round turbulent jet [8, 9] , breakup in a turbulent field [10, 11] and turbulent field in microgravity [12] . In the present work preliminary results are presented on a basic experiment of a rising bubble encountering a horizontal plane jet. This setup permits the study of the physics of a single bubble breakup whereby the bubble size and turbulent parameters including intensity, length-scale and dissipation can be easily controlled and varied (i.e: ranges of Reynolds and Weber numbers and Hinze scale [2] ). Of particular interest in this work also is the potential use of acoustic emissions from breakup events to characterise the products. The jet has been investigated using particle imaging velocimetry and comparisons made with other plane jet results [13] . Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup, jet nozzle geometry, pre-flow conditioning and instrumentation. The plenum side walls extend beyond the nozzle exit 50h to laterally constrain the jet. A train of bubbles, with nominal diameter d = 3 mm (d/h = 0.75) is released from a 0.7 mm outside and 0.4 mm inside diameter hypodermic located mid-span. The entire arrangement is held within a tank of 1.2 m width, depth and height about mid-depth, mid-width and 200 mm from the wall through which optical access is made. Optical access is via a 70 mm thick 160 mm diameter glass window. The hydrophone is conditioned using a Bruel & Kjaer model 2626 charge amplifier. The jet supply is taken from the surrounding water, remote from the jet location. The pump is controlled using closed loop feedback, based on jet Reynolds number, calculated real-time from the plenum pressure differential and nozzle calibration curve. The high-speed shadowgraphy was carried out using a LaVision HighSpeedStar 5 camera with constant backlighting from a Dedolight DLH650 lamp diffused through a 3 mm white acrylic sheet. The camera was operated using DaVis 8.2 software at 7 kHz frame rate with 14 bit grey scale dynamic range and resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels providing a spatial resolution of 21.5 pixel/mm. The hydrophone output was simultaneously recorded at 100 kHz (100 Hz high-pass 4th order Butterworth filter). For all tests reported here the jet was operated at a Reynolds number based on h of 4000. Figures 2 and 3 show typical image sequences, at 2 ms intervals, from the high-speed shadowgraphy and corresponding time-series of the hydrophone outputs with image timings marked. Time-frequency analysis of the hydrophone outputs has been made using the continuous wavelet transform with a Morlet wavelet [14] 1 . In both cases the image sequences start with the rising spheroidal shaped bubble just encountering the lower shear layer of the jet. Figure 2 shows the typical bubble distortion and stretching due to the jet turbulence causing the bubble to break twice, each a binary division, between images e and f, and k and l, respectively. The first division corresponds to the first relatively large acoustic impulse whereas the second produces no discernable output. The wavelet analysis shows the first impulse to be composed of two frequencies of about 3025 and 5087 Hz which give corresponding bubble diameters of 2.2 and 1.3 mm respectively from Minneart's equation. Equivalent bubble sizes measured from the highspeed imaging give comparable diameters of about 2.3 and 1.5 mm. The impulse generated by this first division is attributable to the excitation and resonances of the products. In contrast the second division would appear to occur without excitation of the products. The impulse that occurs between frames v and w corresponds to a stretching event that did not produce breakup but created sufficient excitation to cause some resonance. Figure 3 shows a more complicated breakup process for the same conditions as above. The first breakup between frames d and e is an apparent binary division similar to the first described above although a third small product is evident in later frames. The use of an additional camera would provide more information on the origin of the third bubble which is beyond the resolution of the imaging and range of acoustic measurement. A second event occurs between frames e and f that results in two additional small bubbles (each from a binary division) with corresponding distinct impulses. These measure about 0.8 and 0.4 mm from the imaging and give frequencies of 8556 and 17112 Hz from wavelet analysis, corresponding to diameters of 0.8 and 0.4 mm. The third much weaker event between frames k and l corresponds to coalescence between one of the smaller bubbles and one of the larger after which it breaks into two bubbles of similar size. The fourth event between frames n and o corresponds to non-binary breakup producing two new products to make a total of seven. In this case a ligament developed sufficient to form three bubbles. One of these measures 0.3 mm from the imaging and gives a frequency of 20349 Hz, which also gives 0.3 mm diameter. The last event is a breakup of one of the larger bubbles (total 8 products) again providing two distinct frequencies from the wavelet analysis.
Experimental Overview

Results
Conclusions
The two examples presented of bubble breakup show that breakup may be into few products of similar size or a larger number of significantly different sizes. The breakups observed may be either binary or to produce three products which in all cases produced at least one much smaller product. Products were also seen to coalesce. Apart from one event all breakup events produced discernible acoustic emissions using a single hydrophone from which the product sizes could be derived. An additional camera and additional hydrophones may provide more information on the nature of the breakup events. A future more detailed characterisation of the jet flow and a statistical analysis of breakup events will give product diameter as a function of Reynolds and Weber numbers and a measurement of the Hinze scale.
